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SUBDIRECT SUMS OF LIE ALGEBRAS
D. H. KOCHLOUKOVA AND C. MARTÍNEZ-PÉREZ
ABSTRACT. We show Lie algebra versions of some results on homological finite-
ness properties of subdirect products of groups. These results include a version
of the 1-2-3 Theorem.
Dedicated to the memory of Gilbert Baumslag
1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to explore subdirect sums of Lie algebras from the point
of view of their homological properties, in the same spirit of many recent results
for subdirect products of groups. We shall look at two types of results: On the one
hand at certain theorems on subdirect products of free groups [6] that were recently
generalised to the case of subdirect products of limit groups [10], [11]; on the other
at fibre sums of Lie algebras and Lie versions of the n-n+1-n+2 Conjecture and
the homotopical n-n+1-n+2 Conjecture ([21], [20]).
For both types of results, the theory of subdirect products of groups was devel-
oped using a lot of homotopical methods that are not available in the category of
Lie algebras and furthermore some of the auxiliary statements of the homotopical
approach do not make sense for Lie algebras since the group version uses the idea
of subgroups of finite index. One simple example in this direction is the fact that
any non-trivial element of a free group of finite rank is a part of a free basis of a
subgroup of finite index. In the case of Lie algebras there is no analogous of the
finite index notion.
In this paper we adopt homological methods to study subdirect sums of Lie
algebras of homological type FPs. All the Lie algebras in this paper are over a field
K of arbitrary characteristic. We define the subdirect Lie sum
L≤ L1⊕ . . .⊕Lk
of Lie algebras L1, . . .Lk as a Lie subalgebra L of the direct sum L1⊕ . . .⊕Lk such
that L projects surjectively on Li for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k. A Lie algebra L is of type
FPs if the trivial U (L)-module K has a projective resolution with all projective
modules finitely generated in dimension ≤ s i.e. there is an exact complex
P : . . .→ Pi → Pi−1 → . . .→ P1 → P0 → K→ 0
such that Pi is a finitely generated projective U (L)-module for i≤ s, where U (L)
denotes the universal enveloping algebra of L. Note that if L is a Lie algebra of
homological type FPs, then dimHi(L,K) < ∞ for i ≤ s. Little is known about the
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homological type FPs for Lie algebras. A complete classification of metabelian Lie
algebras of type FP2 was discovered by Bryant and Groves in [14], [15] in terms of
the so called Bryant-Groves invariant ∆. It turned out that for a finitely generated
metabelian Lie algebra the homological property FP2 and finite presentability are
equivalent. A classification of split metabelian Lie algebras L of type FPs also in
terms of ∆ was proved by Kochloukova in [18]. By definition L is a split metabelian
Lie algebra if there is a short exact split sequence of Lie algebras A֌ L։Q with
A andQ abelian. In [16] Groves and Kochloukova proved that the finitely presented
soluble Lie algebras of type FP∞ are finite dimensional.
Our first result is on subdirect sums L ≤ L1⊕ . . .⊕ Lk when each Li is a non-
abelian free Lie algebra.
Theorem A. Let s≥ 2 be a natural number and
L≤ F1⊕ . . .⊕Fk
be a subdirect sum of finitely generated non-abelian free Lie algebras F1, . . . ,Fk
such that L is of type FPs and L∩Fi 6= 0 for 1≤ i≤ k. Then for every 1≤ i1 < i2 <
.. . < is ≤ k we have that pi1,...,is(L) = Fi1⊕ . . .⊕Fis.
Agroup theoretic version of Theorem A is a special case of a result of Kochloukova
on subdirect product of non-abelian limit groups [19] and it states that the projec-
tion of the subdirect product on the direct product of s coordinates groups is virtu-
ally surjective. Note that in the Lie algebra version the word virtually disappears
due to the phenomena mentioned before.
As a corollary we obtain the following result.
Theorem B. Let F1, . . . ,Fk be finitely generated free Lie algebras and assume
that
L≤ F1⊕ . . .⊕Fk
is a subdirect Lie sum with L of type FPk. Then L is a direct sum of at most k free
Lie algebras.
A group theoretic version of Theorem Bwas established by Baumslag and Rose-
blade in [6]. This was generalised to the case of subdirect products of non-abelian
surface groups by Bridson, Howie, Miller and Short in [10] and later the same au-
thors resolved the case of subdirect product of limit groups in [11]. All three papers
mix homological with homotopical methods but in all cases there are homotopical
ingredients that do not pass to the category of Lie algebras.
In the rest of the paper we consider fibre sums of Lie algebras. Let A֌ L1
pi1
։Q
and B֌ L2
pi2
։ Q be short exact sequences of Lie algebras. The fibre sum P of
these two short exact sequences is the Lie algebra
P= {(h1,h2) ∈ L1⊕L2 | pi1(h1) = pi2(h2)}
By definition P is a Lie subalgebra of the direct sum L1⊕L2.
There are homotopical and homological Conjectures on fibre products of groups
(see [21], [20]) that suggest when the fibre has homotopical type Fs and homolog-
ical type FPs. If s≥ 2, a group has a homotopical type Fs if it is finitely presented
and has the homological type FPs. Motivated by the existing homotopical and ho-
mological Conjectures on fibre products of groups we suggest the following two
conjectures:
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The n-n+1-n+2 Conjecture for Lie algebras. Let n≥ 1 be a natural number.
Let
A֌ L1
pi1
։ Q and B֌ L2
pi2
։ Q
be short exact sequences of Lie algebras with both L1 and L2 of homological type
FPn+1 and finitely presented, A of type FPn and Q of type FPn+2. Then the fibre
Lie sum
P= {(h1,h2) ∈ L1⊕L2 | pi1(h1) = pi2(h2)}
has type FPn+1 and is finitely presented.
Remark. Since L1 is a finitely presented Lie algebra with an ideal A that is
finitely generated as a Lie algebra we have that Q ≃ L1/A is a finitely presented
Lie algebra.
Note that whereas the statement of the original conjecture in the group case
when n ≥ 2 assumes that A is finitely presented, we are not assuming this. In the
case of groups more information on the n-n+ 1-n+ 2 Conjecture can be found
in [21]. The n-n+ 1-n+ 2 Conjecture for groups holds for n = 1, in this case it
is called the 1-2-3 Theorem and an algorithmic proof was presented by Bridson,
Howie, Miller and Short in [12]. The symmetric case of the 1-2-3 Theorem was
established earlier by Baumslag, Bridson, Miller and Short in [5]. As pointed by
Kuckuck in [21] the n-n+1-n+2 Conjecture for groups implies another conjecture
i.e. the Virtual Surjection Conjecture. It is our believe that both the ordinary and
the homological version of the n-n+1-n+2 Conjecture for groups hold. More on
the homological version of the n-n+1-n+2 Conjecture for groups could be found
in [20]. We state below the homological version of the Conjecture for Lie algebras.
The homological n-n+ 1-n+ 2 Conjecture for Lie algebras. Let n ≥ 1 be a
natural number. Let
A֌ L1
pi1
։ Q and B֌ L2
pi2
։ Q
be short exact sequences of Lie algebras with both L1 and L2 of homological type
FPn+1, A of type FPn and Q of type FPn+2. Then the fibre Lie sum
P= {(h1,h2) ∈ L1⊕L2 | pi1(h1) = pi2(h2)}
has type FPn+1.
In this paper we show that the first conjecture for Lie algebras holds for n =
1. It is worth noting that the proof in the group case is homotopical and uses
significantly the second homotopy group of a CW-complex plus some results on
Pheifer movements [5]. In the Lie algebra case these techniques are not available.
Theorem C. The 1-2-3 Conjecture for Lie algebras holds. Furthermore the 1-
2-3-Conjecture holds without assuming that Q is of type FP3 if H2(A,K) is finitely
generated as U (Q)-module.
We obtain the following corollaries of Theorem C.
Corollary D1. Let
L≤ L1⊕ . . .⊕Lk
be a subdirect Lie sum with L∩Li 6= 0 and Li finitely presented Lie algebra for all
i. Assume that pi, j(L) = Li⊕L j for all 1 ≤ i< j ≤ k, where pi, j : L1⊕ . . .⊕Lk →
Li⊕L j is the canonical projection. Then L is a finitely presented Lie algebra.
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Corollary D2. Let
L≤ L1⊕ . . .⊕Lk
be a subdirect Lie sum with L∩Li 6= 0 and Li free non-abelian Lie algebra for any
i. Then L is a finitely presented Lie algebra if and only if pi, j(S) = Li⊕L j for all
1≤ i< j ≤ k.
We also consider the homological 1-2-3-Conjecture for Lie algebras and show
Theorem E. The homological 1-2-3-Conjecture for Lie algebras holds if in ad-
dition we assume that Q is a finitely presented Lie algebra.
From this we get the following two corollaries.
Corollary F1. Let
L≤ L1⊕ . . .⊕Lk
be a subdirect Lie sum with L∩ Li 6= 0 and Li of type FP2 for all i. Assume that
pi, j(L) = Li⊕L j for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, where pi, j : L1⊕ . . .⊕Lk → Li⊕L j is the
canonical projection. Then L is a Lie algebra of type FP2.
Corollary F2. Let
L≤ L1⊕ . . .⊕Lk
be a subdirect Lie sum with L∩Li 6= 0 and Li free non-abelian Lie algebra for all
i. Then L is finitely presented as a Lie algebra if and only if L is of type FP2.
As shown by Bridson, Howie, Miller and Short Corollary D1 and Corollary D2
hold in the case of groups with surjection substituted by virtual surjection, see [11].
The group theoretic versions of Theorem E, Corollary F1 and Corollary F2, where
in the corollaries surjection is substituted with virtual surjection, were recently
proved by Kochloukova and Lima in [20]. We finish with a Lie algebra version of
another recent result from [20]
Theorem G. a) The homological n-n+ 1-n+ 2-Conjecture for Lie algebras
holds if the second short exact sequence B֌ L2։ Q splits.
b) If the homological n-n+1-n+2-Conjecture for Lie algebras holds whenever
L2 is a free Lie algebra then it holds for any Lie algebra L2.
Note that a group theoretic homotopical version of Theorem G was proved by
Kuckuck in [21]. The methods used in [21] are homotopical and use the Borel
construction and the theory of stacks, so are not aplicable for Lie algebras. An
alternative approach (using spectral sequence arguments) to a homological group
theoretic version was developed in [20], here we adapt this approach to Lie alge-
bras.
We state a Lie algebra version of the Virtual Surjection Conjecture from [21]
The Homological Surjection Conjecture for Lie algebras. Let m,k be natural
numbers such that 2≤m≤ k and
L≤ L1⊕ . . .⊕Lk
be a subdirect Lie sum with L∩ Li 6= 0, where each Lie algebra Li is FPm and
for every 1 ≤ i1 < i2 . . . < im ≤ m we have for the canonical projection pi1,...,im :
L1⊕ . . .⊕ Lk → Li1 ⊕ . . .⊕ Lim that pi1,...,im(L) = Li1 ⊕ . . .⊕ Lim . Then L is a Lie
algebra of type FPm.
Theorem H. If the homological m− 1-m-m+ 1-Conjecture for Lie algebras
holds then the Homological Surjection Conjecture for Lie algebra holds too.
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2. PRELIMINARIES ON LIE ALGEBRAS : FINITE PRESENTABILITY AND
HOMOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF LIE ALGEBRAS
Recall that every Lie algebra L over a field K embeds in its universal enveloping
algebra U (L). All the Lie algebras in this paper are over a field K of arbitrary
characteristic. The universal enveloping algebra U (L) is an associative K-algebra,
where for a,b ∈ L we have [a,b] = ab− ba. If L is a free Lie algebra with a free
basis X then U (L) is a free associative K-algebra with a basis X . The Poincare-
Birkhoff-Witt theorem produces a basis of U (L) as a vector space over K [1],
[17]. For general homological results for Lie algebras, the reader is referred to [26,
Section 7].
2.1. Finitely presented Lie algebras. In the category of Lie algebras for any set
X of arbitrary cardinality there exists a free object F(X) with X as free basis [1]. A
free Lie algebra F =F(X) has a universal enveloping algebra U (F)which is a free
associative algebra with basis X . Every Lie algebra L is isomorphic to F/R, where
F is a free Lie algebra and R is an ideal of F . If there is such an isomorphism and
F = F(X) with X finite then we say that L is finitely generated and if moreover R
can be generated as an ideal by finitely many elements then we say that L is finitely
presented.
Lemma 2.1. Let F be a free Lie algebra. Then
i) ( [24], [25] ) any Lie subalgebra of F is free.
ii) ([2, theorem 3]) if F is finitely generated and 0 6= I is an ideal finitely
generated as subalgebra then I = F.
Note that if we consider Lie rings (i.e. K is only a commutative ring and not a
field) then a Lie subring of a free Lie ring is not necessary free (see [1, ex. 2.4.1]).
2.2. Homology of Lie algebras. For a Lie algebra L over a field K the n-th ho-
mology of L with coefficients in a U (Q)-module V is
Hn(L,V ) := Tor
U (L)
n (K,V ),
where we are denoting by K not only the coefficient field but also the trivial U (L)-
module i.e. the module on which L acts as 0. It is easy to see that
H1(L,K)≃ L/[L,L].
The following result is a Lie algebra version of the Hopf formula, it is a particu-
lar case of a result from [7]. Alternatively an algebraic argument using Gruenberg
resolution can be used to prove the Hopf formula for second homology of a group,
see [23]. The same argument works in the Lie case.
Lemma 2.2. (Hopf type formula) Let F be a free Lie algebra and R an ideal of F.
Then
H2(F/R,K)≃ R∩ [F,F]/[R,F ].
By [23, theorem. 11.31] we have a Künneth type formula
Hn(L1⊕L2,K)≃⊕0≤i≤nHi(L1,K)⊗K Hn−i(L2,K)
(the Tor1 part is missing since tensoring over the field K is an exact functor).
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2.3. Homological properties of Lie algebras. Assume that L is a Lie algebra of
type FPs and consider a projective resolution of the trivial U (L)-module K
P : . . .→ Pi → Pi−1 → . . .→ P1 → P0 → K→ 0
such that Pi is a finitely generated projective U (L)-module for i ≤ s. As in the
group case if there is a projective resolution with this property then there is a free
resolution with the same property i.e. we can assume that each Pi is a finitely
generated free U (L)-module for i≤ s.
As we said in the introduction, little is known about the homological property
FPs for Lie algebras. In some cases it is easy to get Lie algebra versions of well
known results for groups as in the following versions of [8, proposition 2.1,propo-
sition 2.2].
Lemma 2.3. A Lie algebra L is of type FP1 if and only if L is finitely generated as
a Lie algebra.
Let F be a free Lie algebra and R an ideal of F . We define the adjoint action of
f ∈ F on R by r ◦ f = [r, f ]. With this action, R is a (right) U (F)-module and this
induces also an action of U (L) on R/[R,R] for L= F/R. We have, as in the group
case.
Lemma 2.4. Let L = F/R with F a finitely generated free Lie algebra and R an
ideal of F. Then L is of type FP2 if and only if R/[R,R] is finitely generated as
U (L)-module via the adjoint L-action.
We omit the proofs of Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.4 as the proofs of [8, proposi-
tion 2.1] and [8, proposition 2.2] are homological and the same proofs work sub-
stituting group algebras with universal enveloping algebras. Note that [8, theo-
rem 1.3] applied to the associative ring U (L) and the trivial U (L)-module K gives
immediately:
Theorem 2.5. Let s≥ 1 be a natural number. Then a Lie algebra L is of type FPs
if and only if
Tor
U (L)
k (∏U (L),K)≃∏Tor
U (L)
k (U (L),K)
for all k ≤ s−1 and for every direct product ∏U (L). In particular, if L is finitely
generated then L is of type FPs if and only if
Tor
U (L)
k (∏U (L),K) = 0
for all 1≤ k ≤ s−1 and for every direct product ∏U (L).
Using Theorem 2.5 and modifying the proof of [8, proposition 2.7] by sub-
stituting group algebras with enveloping algebras of Lie algebras we obtain the
following result.
Theorem 2.6. Let m≥ 1 be a natural number and let A→ B→C be a short exact
sequence of Lie algebras such that A is of type FP∞. Then B is of type FPm if and
only if C is of type FPm.
3. MODULES OF FREE LIE ALGEBRAS WITH FINITE DIMENSIONAL FIRST
HOMOLOGY
In this section we prove a technical result that we will use later.
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Lemma 3.1. Let F be a free Lie algebra with universal algebra U (F) and V a left
U (F)-module. Assume that there is some f ∈U (F)r{0} such that dim fV < ∞
and that dimH1(F,V )< ∞. Then dimV < ∞.
Proof. To compute the homology of F we may use the standard free resolution
of right U (F)-modules
0→⊕U (F)→U (F)→ K→ 0
where the cardinality of the direct sum is the rank of F . Let {a1, . . . ,a j, . . .} j∈J be
a basis of F as a free Lie algebra. We denote
⊕U (F) =⊕ je jU (F)
and then the map ⊕U (F) → U (F) is given by e j 7→ a j. The homology of F
with coefficients in V is the homology of the sequence obtained after applying the
functor −⊗U (F)V to the deleted free resolution, i.e.,
0→⊕ j∈Je jV
ϕ
→V → 0
thus
(1) dimH1(F,V ) = dimKerϕ < ∞.
We write f associatively, i.e., opening all possible brackets via [a,b] = ab−ba.
Then for some natural number q and some j1, . . . , jq ∈ J we get
f = l+a j1 f j1 + . . .+a jq f jq
with l ∈ K and f ji ∈ U (F)r {0}, otherwise f = l and there would be nothing to
prove. We say that f has no constant term if l = 0.
Claim. If f has no constant term then dim f jiV < ∞ for any 1≤ i≤ q.
Proof of the Claim: Any element of the form
e j1 f j1v+ . . .+ e jq f jqv
with v ∈V is mapped to f v ∈ fV under ϕ , thus ϕ induces a linear map
{e j1 f j1v+ . . .+ e jq f jqv : v ∈V} → fV.
Observe that the target has finite dimension and the kernel lies inside Kerϕ thus by
(1) it has finite dimension too. We deduce that
dim{e j1 f j1v+ . . .+ e jq f jqv : v ∈V}< ∞.
Observe that this set maps epimorphically onto f jiV . Therefore dim f jiV < ∞ for
any 1≤ i≤ q. This completes the proof of the claim.
To prove the result we come back to the general case when
f = l+a j1 f j1 + . . .+a jq f jq
and argue by induction on the length d of the longest monomial in f as an element
of the free associative algebra U (F) = k[a1,a2, . . . ,a j, . . .]. Observe that the length
d is strictly bigger than the length of the longest monomial of each fi. Pick some
a ji , 1≤ i≤ q and note that
(2) [a ji , f ]V = {a ji f v− f a jiv : v ∈V} ⊆ a ji fV + fV.
Since dim fV < ∞, (2) implies that
(3) dim[a ji , f ]V ≤ 2dim fV < ∞.
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Note that
[a ji , f ] = a ji(
q
∑
s=1
a js f js)−
q
∑
s=1
a js f jsa ji = a ji(− f jia ji +
q
∑
s=1
a js f js)−
q
∑
s=1
s6=i
a js f jsa ji
As [a ji , f ] has no constant term, using the Claim we see that
dim f jsa jiV < ∞ for each 1≤ s≤ q,s 6= i.
Note that as the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra does not have zero-
divisors (in our case even U (F) is a free associative algebra) we deduce that
f jsa ji 6= 0 in U (F). Since f jsa ji has no constant term we may use the Claim again
and deduce that there is some λ ∈U (F)r{0} with dimλV < ∞ and such that the
length of the longest monomial in λ is strictly shorter than d = the length of the
longest monomial in f . So by induction we have dimV < ∞.
4. FINITELY PRESENTED SUBDIRECT SUMS OF FREE LIE ALGEBRAS
This section contains the proofs of Theorems A and B. We begin with a version
of Theorem A for the case when s = 2 (but observe that the hypothesis here is
slightly weaker). Recall that for a Lie algebra L, as for groups, we set γ1(L) = L
and γ j(L) = [L,γ j−1(L)].
Theorem 4.1. Let L ≤ F1⊕ . . .⊕Fk be a subdirect sum of finitely generated free
non-abelian Lie algebras F1, . . . ,Fk such that L∩Fi 6= 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, L is finitely
generated and dimH2(L,K)< ∞. Then
a) for every 1≤ i< j ≤ k we have that pi, j(L) = Fi⊕Fj;
b) for every 1≤ i≤ k we have that γk−1(Fi)⊆ L.
Proof. a) We will show that pk−1,k(L) = Fk−1⊕Fk. Let ∆k be the kernel of the
projection L→ Fk.
It is easy to see that pk−1(∆k) is an ideal of Fk−1. Indeed if f ∈ pk−1(∆k) we
choose a ∈ ∆k such that pk−1(a) = f . Let α ∈ Fk−1 then there exists b ∈ L be
such that pk−1(b) = α . Then [ f ,α ] = pk−1([a,b]) ∈ pk−1(∆k) as claimed. Note
that pk−1(∆k) is a non-trivial ideal of Fk−1 as it contains L∩Fk−1. We are going to
show by a homological argument that the abelianization of ∆k is finite dimensional,
hence the abelianization of pk−1(∆k) is finite dimensional. Since a free Lie algebra
is finitely generated if and only if its abelianization is finite dimensional we deduce
that pk−1(∆k) is finitely generated. Then by Lemma 2.1 (ii) pk−1(∆k) = Fk−1.
To show that the abelianization of ∆k is finite dimensional consider the Lyndon-
Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence for Lie algebras [26, Section 7.5] for the short
exact sequence of Lie algebras
∆k֌ L։ Fk.
Then E2p,q =Hp(Fk,Hq(∆k,K)). Since Fk is a free Lie algebra we have thatHp(Fk,−)=
0 for p ≥ 2. Hence E2p,q = 0 for p ≥ 2 and the spectral sequence collapses and
E2p,q = E
∞
p,q and Hs(L,K) has a filtration with quotients E
∞
p,q for p+ q = s. Since
H2(L,K) is finite dimensional we deduce that E2p,q is finite dimensional for p+q=
2, in particular
(4) dimH1(Fk,H1(∆k,K))< ∞.
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Note that for every c ∈ Fk∩L we have
[∆k,c]⊆ [F1⊕ . . .⊕Fk−1,Fk] = 0,
hence c centralizes ∆k and so c acts trivially on H1(∆k,K) i.e. acts as 0. Since
Fk∩L 6= 0 by (4) and Lemma 3.1 applied for f = c∈ (Fk∩L)r{0} we deduce that
dimH1(∆k,K)< ∞, as required.
b) By part a) we have that p1,i(L) =F1⊕Fi for every i≥ 2. Let f1, . . . , fk−1 be el-
ements of F1 and let a1, . . . ,ak−1 be elements of L such that p1,i(ai) = ( fi,0) ∈ F1⊕
Fi. Then the left normed Lie bracket a= [a1, . . . ,ak−1] has the property that pi(a) =
0 for i≥ 2, hence a∈F1∩L. On the other hand a= p1(a)= [p1(a1), . . . , p1(ak−1)]=
[ f1, . . . , fk−1], so γk−1(F1)⊆ L.
Lemma 4.2. Let F be a non-abelian, finitely generated free Lie algebra and N =
γk−1(F). Then N
ab = N/[N,N] is a finitely generated U (Q)-module that contains
a non-trivial cyclic free U (Q)-submodule, where Q= F/N.
Proof. Let
R : 0→U (F)d →U (F)→ K→ 0
be the standard free resolution of the trivial right U (F)-module K, where d is
the cardinality of a free generating set of F . Apply the functor −⊗U (N) K to the
complex R and we obtain the complex
U = R⊗U (N)K : 0→U (Q)
d →U (Q)→ K→ 0.
Note that U is exact in dimensions -1 and 0 and
H1(U )≃ H1(N,K) = N/[N,N].
At this point, observe that as Q is a finitely generated nilpotent Lie algebra, then
Q is finite dimensional. By [9, proposition 6 of I.2.6] the universal enveloping
algebra of any finite dimensional Lie algebra is Noetherian, in particular U (Q)
is Noetherian. Thus as H1(N,K) is a submodule of U (Q)d we deduce that it is
finitely generated as U (Q)-module. We have an exact complex of right U (Q)-
modules
(5) 0→ Nab →U (Q)d →U (Q)→ K→ 0.
Recall that the universal algebra of a Lie algebra does not have zero-divisors. Ob-
serve that since Q is a nilpotent Lie algebra U (Q) is an Ore ring i.e. for any
a,b ∈ U (Q)r {0} we have that a(U (Q)r {0}) ∩ b(U (Q)r {0}) 6= ∅. In-
deed by [22, proposition 10.25] if the universal algebra of a Lie algebra is not
Ore it contains a non-commutative free algebra, which is impossible in our case
since Q is a nilpotent Lie algebra. Thus there exists the Ore division ring of
fractions F (Q) = U (Q)(U (Q)r {0})−1, which is a division K-algebra. Since
F (Q) is a direct limit of the directed set of (left) U (Q)-modules U (Q)r−1 for
r ∈ U (Q)r {0} and each U (Q)-module U (Q)r−1 is free cyclic, so flat, we de-
duce that F (Q) is a flat (left ) U (Q)-module and the functor −⊗U (Q) F (Q) is
exact. Thus applying −⊗U (Q) F (Q) to the exact complex (5) we obtain an exact
complex
0→ Nab⊗U (Q) F (Q)→F (Q)
d →F (Q)→ 0→ 0.
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Hence
Nab⊗U (Q) F (Q)≃F (Q)
d−1.
Since d ≥ 2 we are done. Indeed if m ∈ Nab has the property that m⊗ 1 6= 0 in
Nab⊗U (Q) F (Q) then for every λ ∈ U (Q)r {0} we have mλ 6= 0 in N
ab other-
wise m⊗1= mλ ⊗λ−1 = 0⊗λ−1 = 0, a contradiction.
Theorem 4.3. Let s≥ 2 be a natural number and
L≤ F1⊕ . . .⊕Fk
be a subdirect sum of finitely generated, non-abelian, free Lie algebras F1, . . . ,Fk
such that L∩Fi 6= 0 for 1≤ i≤ k and L is of type FPs. Then for every 1≤ i1 < i2 <
.. . < is ≤ k we have that pi1,...,is(L) = Fi1⊕ . . .⊕Fis.
Proof. Denote by N the direct sum γk−1(F1)⊕ . . .⊕ γk−1(Fk), N j = γk−1(Fj).
By Theorem 4.1 N is an ideal of L. Then L/N is a Lie subalgebra of the nilpotent
Lie algebra Q = Q1⊕ . . .⊕Qk, where Qi = Fi/γk−1(Fi). This implies that L/N is
finitely generated nilpotent thus U (L/N) is Noetherian.
If L is of type FPs, there is a partial resolution
Ps → Ps−1→ . . .→ P0։ K
with each Pj finitely generated free U (L)-module. Applying −⊗U (N)K we get a
complex
Ps⊗U (N)K→ Ps−1⊗U (N)K→ . . .→ P0⊗U (N)K
whose i-th homology is Hi(N,K) for 0 ≤ i ≤ s− 1 and which consists of finitely
generated U (L/N)-modules. ByNoetherianess ofU (L/N)we deduce thatHi(N,K)
is finitely generated as U (L/N)-module for all i≤ s. From now on we assume that
i≤ s. Note that using the Künneth formula and the fact that N j is a free Lie algebra
(see Lemma 2.1), so Ht(N j,K) = 0 for t ≥ 2, we obtain
Hi(N,K) =⊕1≤ j1<...< ji≤kN
ab
j1
⊗ . . .⊗Nabji ,
where Nabj is the abelianization N j/[N j,N j] and ⊗ denotes ⊗K . We deduce that
Wj1 ,..., ji = N
ab
j1
⊗ . . .⊗Nabji is a U (L/N)−direct summand of Hi(N,K),
hence is finitely generated. Note that by Lemma 4.2Wj1,..., ji contains a submodule
isomorphic to
U (Q j1)⊗ . . .⊗U (Q ji)≃U (Q j1⊕ . . .⊕Q ji).
The action of L/N onWj1,..., ji factors trough the action of q j1,..., ji(L/N), where
q j1,..., ji : Q→ Q j1⊕ . . .⊕Q ji
is the canonical projection. This means thatU (Q j1⊕ . . .⊕Q ji) is finitely generated
as U (q j1,..., ji(L/N))-module. In general, it follows from the proof of [26, corollary
7.3.9] that whenever S is a Lie subalgebra of a Lie algebra L and U (L) is finitely
generated as U (S)-module, then S= L (in the analogous situation but in the group
ring case we would deduce that one has finite index in the other, but observe that
for Lie algebras we do not have the notion of finite index). In our case, since
q j1,..., ji(L/N) is a Lie subalgebra of Q j1⊕ . . .⊕Q ji we deduce that
q j1,..., ji(L/N) = Q j1⊕ . . .⊕Q ji .
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Finally, this implies that
p j1,..., ji(L) = Fj1⊕ . . .⊕Fji.
Theorem 4.4. Let F1, . . . ,Fk be finitely generated free Lie algebras and assume
that
L≤ F1⊕ . . .⊕Fk
is a Lie algebra of type FPk. Then L is a direct sum of at most k free Lie algebras.
Proof. Observe first that we may assume that L∩Fi 6= 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k because
in other case L would embed in a direct sum of less thank k finitely generated
free Lie algebras. If all the Fi are non-abelian then by the previous theorem L =
F1⊕ . . .⊕Fk. Suppose that some F1, . . . ,Fm are abelian, hence 1-dimensional and
the rest Fm+1, . . . ,Fk are non-abelian. Then the center of L is Z(L)= L∩(⊕1≤i≤mFi)
which is finite dimensional and
L/Z(L)≤ Fm+1⊕ . . .⊕Fk.
As Z(L) is finite dimensional and abelian, we deduce that Z(L) is a Lie algebra of
type FP∞. Then by Theorem 2.6 L/Z(L) is of type FPk and by Theorem 4.3
(6) L/Z(L) = Fm+1⊕ . . .⊕Fk.
We claim that (6) implies
(7) L≃ Z(L)⊕Fm+1⊕ . . .⊕Fk
and Z(L) is a direct sum of at most m abelian free Lie algebras, so L is a direct sum
of at most k free Lie algebras.
To show (7) consider fi ∈ Fi, f j ∈ Fj for i 6= j, λi,λ j ∈ Z(L). Then there are
elements ai,a j ∈ L such that ai = (λi,0, . . . , fi, . . . ,0) ∈ Z(L)⊕Fm+1⊕ . . .⊕Fk and
a j = (λ j,0, . . . , f j, . . . ,0) ∈ Z(L)⊕Fm+1⊕ . . .⊕Fk. Suppose i < j, then [ai,a j] =
([λi,λ j],0, . . . , [ fi,0],0, . . . , [0, f j], . . . ,0) = 0 in L. This completes the proof of (7).
5. THE n-n+1-n+2 CONJECTURE FOR LIE ALGEBRAS
For the reader’s convenience, we recall here the hypothesis of the 1-2-3-Conjecture
for Lie algebras. We assume that we have short exact sequences of Lie algebras
A֌ L1
pi1
։ Q,
B֌ L2
pi2
։ Q,
so that A is finitely generated and L1 and L2 are finitely presented. Note that this
implies that Q is finitely presented. In the original 1-2-3-Conjecture one assumes
also that Q is of type FP3. Here we will add an alternative hypothesis and assume
that at least one of the following conditions hold:
a) Q is of type FP3,
b) H2(A,K) is finitely generated as U (Q)-module.
In our next result we show that under one of these conditions, the fibre sum
P= {(h1,h2) ∈ L1⊕L2 | pi1(h1) = pi2(h2)} is finitely presented.
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Theorem 5.1. The 1-2-3-Conjecture for Lie algebras holds. Furthermore the 1-2-
3-Conjecture holds without assuming that Q is of type FP3 if H2(A,K) is finitely
generated as U (Q)-module.
Proof. We divide the proof in three steps.
Claim 1. If Theorem 5.1 holds whenever L2 is a free Lie algebra then Theorem
5.1 holds for any finitely presented Lie algebra L2.
Proof of Claim 1: Let F be a finitely generated free Lie algebra and µ : F→ L2
a surjective homomorphism of Lie algebras. Composing µ with the epimorphism
pi2 : L2 → Q gives an epimorphism ρ : F → Q with kernel B0. Let P0 be the fibre
sum of the short exact sequences A֌ L1 → Q and B0֌ F ։ Q i.e.
P0 = {(h1,h2) ∈ L1⊕F | pi1(h1) = ρ(h2)}.
By assumption the 1-2-3 Conjecture holds in this case i.e. P0 is a finitely presented
Lie algebra. Note that Ker(µ) ⊆ B0 and since L2 is finitely presented as a Lie
algebra Ker(µ) is finitely generated as an ideal of F . Then Ker(µ) is finitely
generated as an ideal of P0 and since P0/Ker(µ) ≃ P, where P is the fibre sum of
the short exact sequences A֌ L1։ Q and B֌ L2։ Q, we deduce that P is a
finitely presented Lie algebra and the claim follows.
From now we set F = L2 and assume that it is a finitely generated free Lie
algebra.
Claim 2. There is a finitely presented Lie algebra P˜ and a short exact sequence
of Lie algebras ∆֌ P˜։ P with ∆ abelian.
Proof of Claim 2: Let X be a free basis for the finitely generated free algebra
L2 = F (thus X is finite). Note that B = Ker(pi2) is free and let {ri}i∈I be a free
basis of B as a free Lie algebra over K. Since Q ≃ F/B is finitely presented, we
deduce that B is a finitely generated ideal of F . Hence
(8) there is a finite subset I0 of I such that {ri}i∈I0 generates B as an ideal of F.
Let A0 = {a1, . . . ,ak} be a finite generating set of the Lie algebra A. From the
short exact sequence A֌ L1
pi1
։ Q we get the following finite presentation of L1
L1 = 〈X ∪A0 | R1∪R2∪R3〉
with
R1 = {ri(x)−wi(a)}i∈I0 ,R2 = {[a j,x]− v j,x(a)}1≤ j≤k,x∈X and R3 = {z j(a)} j∈J0
where J0 is a finite set of indices, wi(a),v j,x(a),z j(a) are elements of the free Lie
algebra with basis A0 and pi1(x) = x for any x ∈ X . The same thing happens in F:
we also have pi2(x) = x and this means that the Lie subalgebra of L1⊕F gener-
ated by (x,x) with x ∈ X is inside the fibre Lie sum P. In fact that algebra maps
isomorphically onto F under the restriction of the second component projection
µ2 : P→ F.
The kernel of µ2 is {(a,0) ∈ P | a ∈ A}. Therefore we see that P is isomorphic to
the semidirect sum of A by F , meaning that A is an ideal. We denote this semidirect
sum by A⋋F. Observe that here we identify F with the algebra generated by (x,x)
for x ∈ X .
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We define the finitely presented Lie algebra P˜ by
P˜= 〈X ∪A0 | R2∪R3∪R4〉
with R2 and R3 as before and
R4 = {[ri(x)−wi(a),a j]}i∈I0 ,1≤ j≤k.
We claim that the map induced by x 7→ (x,x) and a 7→ (a,0) yields an epimorphism
of Lie algebras
δ : P˜։ P.
We only have to check that this map is well defined, i.e., that it respects the relators
R2, R3 and R4 of P˜. This is obvious for R2 and R3. For R4 it is a consequence of
the fact that in P,
δ (ri(x)−wi(a)) = (ri(x)−wi(a),ri(x)) = (0,ri(x))
commutes with δ (a j) = (a j,0). So if we let ∆ be the kernel of δ we have the
claimed short exact sequence
∆֌ P˜։ P.
We want to show that ∆ is abelian. Let A˜ be the ideal of P˜ generated by A0. Set
bi = ri(x)−wi(a) ∈ P˜, i ∈ I0
and let B˜ be the ideal of P˜ generated by {bi}i∈I0 . Note that by (8) for every i ∈ I we
have
ri(x) = ∑
i0∈I0
ri0(x)◦ fi0(x),
where fi0(x) belongs to the enveloping algebra U (F) and ◦ denotes the adjoint
action, i.e. ri0(x)◦ x1 = [ri0(x),x1]. As a consequence,
ri0(x)◦ x1x2 = (ri0(x)◦ x1)◦ x2 = [[ri0(x),x1],x2].
Then define
bi = ∑
i0∈I0
bi0 ◦ fi0(x) = ∑
i0∈I0
ri0(x)◦ fi0(x)− ∑
i0∈I0
wi0(a)◦ fi0(x) =
ri(x)− ∑
i0∈I0
wi0(a)◦ fi0(x) ∈ ri(x)+ A˜ for i ∈ Ir I0
and set wi(a) = ri(x)−bi ∈ A˜ for i ∈ Ir I0, hence
bi = ri(x)−wi(a) ∈ B˜ for i ∈ I.
Let B1 be the Lie subalgebra of B˜ generated by {bi}i∈I . When projected from
P˜ to F via the Lie algebra homomorphism that is the identity on X and sends each
element of A0 to 0, B1 maps onto the free Lie algebra B= 〈{ri}i∈I〉 with a free basis
{ri}i∈I , so B1 ≃ B i.e.
B1 is a free Lie algebra with a free basis {bi}i∈I .
Thus the ideal M = A˜+ B˜ of P˜ is a semidirect sum of Lie algebras A˜⋋B1.
We claim that the relations R2 and R4 imply that
(9) [A˜, B˜] = 0.
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Indeed let f (x) ∈ FmrFm−1 ⊆U (F), where F−1 = ∅, F0 = 1U (F), F
1 = F and
F i+1 = F iF in U (F). We prove by induction on m that
(10) [bi ◦ f (x),a j] = 0 in P˜ for i ∈ I0,1≤ j ≤ k.
Note that if m= 0 there is nothing to prove as the set R4 is included in the relations
of P˜. If m ≥ 1 we have a decomposition f (x) = f0(x)x for some x ∈ X , f0(x) ∈
Fm−1rFm−2. Then we have by induction that [bi ◦ f0(x),〈A0〉] = 0 in P˜ for i ∈ I0,
where 〈A0〉 is the Lie subalgebra of P˜ generated by A0. Furthermore for 1≤ j ≤ k,
i ∈ I0 we have (using the Jacobi identity)
[bi ◦ f (x),a j] = [bi ◦ f0(x)x,a j] = [bi ◦ f0(x),a j]◦ x− [bi ◦ f0(x),a j ◦ x] =
−[bi ◦ f0(x),a j ◦ x] =−[bi ◦ f0(x),v j,x(a)] ∈ [bi ◦ f0(x),〈A0〉] = 0 in P˜.
Using (10) we show
(11) [bi ◦ f (x),a j ◦g(x)] = 0 in P˜ for i ∈ I0,1≤ j ≤ k, f (x),g(x) ∈U (F)
It suffices to show (11) for g∈ FsrFs+1 ⊂U (F) and we induct on s≥ 0, the case
when s= 0 means that g(x) is a scalar i.e. belongs to K. The calculation is similar
to the above calculation (using Jacobi identity), for completeness we include the
details. Suppose s ≥ 1, then g(x) = g0(x)x for some x ∈ X ,g0(x) ∈ Fs−1rFs−2.
Then by induction on s we have
[bi ◦ f (x),a j ◦g0(x)] = 0= [bi ◦ f (x)x,a j ◦g0(x)]
and hence
[bi ◦ f (x),a j ◦g(x)] = [bi ◦ f (x),(a j ◦g0(x))◦ x] =
[bi ◦ f (x),a j ◦g0(x)]◦ x− [bi ◦ f (x)x,a j ◦g0(x)] = 0.
Since B˜ is the ideal of P˜ generated by {bi}i∈I0 , (11) implies (9).
Observe that under the projection δ : P˜։ P, A˜ is mapped onto {(a,0) | a ∈ A}
and B˜ is mapped onto {(0,b) | b ∈ B}. Recall ∆ = Ker(δ ). Since P˜/A˜ ≃ P/A and
P˜/B˜ ≃ P/B we deduce that ∆ ⊆ A˜∩ B˜. On the other hand A∩B = 0 in P, hence
A˜∩ B˜⊆ ∆. Thus,
∆ = A˜∩ B˜.
Note that A˜/∆≃ A and B˜/∆≃ B. Also, as [A˜, B˜] = 0 we deduce that ∆ is abelian as
we wanted to show.
Claim 3. ∆ is finitely generated as U (Q)-module.
Proof of Claim 3: We split the proof in two parts according to whether we have
hypothesis a) or b) from the beginning of the proof.
Suppose first that condition a) holds. Consider the central short exact sequence
of Lie algebras
∆֌ B˜։ B.
Since B is free, B˜ ≃ ∆⋋B. Identifying B˜ with ∆⋋B and using that ∆ is central
in B˜ we obtain that [B˜, B˜] = [B,B], hence ∆∩ [B˜, B˜] = ∆∩ [B,B]⊆ ∆∩B = 0. This
means that we have a short exact sequence
(12) ∆֌ B˜ab։ Bab.
By the same argument as at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 4.2, using the
isomorphism F/B≃ Q one can see that there is an exact sequence
0→ Bab →U (Q)d →U (Q)→ K→ 0
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where d is the rank of the free Lie algebra F . As Q is of type FP3 we deduce by
the Lie algebra version of the proof of [13, VIII 4.3] that Bab is finitely presented
as U (Q)-module i.e. is FP1 as U (Q)-module. So using the short exact sequence
(12) and the Lie algebra version of [8, proposition 1.4] we get that ∆ is finitely
generated as U (Q)-module because the U (Q)-modules Bab and B˜ab are finitely
presented and finitely generated respectively.
b) We assume now that H2(A,K) is finitely generated as U (Q)-module. Now
we choose the elements of R3 in such a way that the canonical projection A˜→ A
induces an isomorphism A˜ab ≃ Aab (note that here we use that Aab is finite dimen-
sional). Then since A˜/∆ ≃ A we get 0 = Ker(A˜ab → Aab) = (∆+ [A˜, A˜])/[A˜, A˜],
hence ∆ ⊆ [A˜, A˜] ⊆ [M,M], where M = A˜+ B˜ = A˜⋋B1. Consider the short exact
sequence of Lie algebras
∆֌M։ A⊕B
Since ∆ ⊆ [M,M] and ∆ is central in M we deduce by Lemma 2.2 that ∆ is a
surjective image of H2(A⊕B,K). Therefore, if H2(A⊕B,K) is finitely generated
as U (Q)-module then ∆ is finitely generated as U (Q)-module. By the Künneth
formula
H2(A⊕B,K) = H2(A,K)⊕H2(B,K)⊕H1(A,K)⊗H1(B,K).
Observe that since B is a free Lie algebra H2(B,K) = 0. Moreover H1(B,K) =
Bab = B/[B,B] is a finitely generated U (Q)-module and H1(A,K) = A/[A,A] is
finite dimensional thus our hypothesis that H2(A,K) is a finitely generated U (Q)-
module implies that also H2(A⊕B,K) is. This completes the proof of Claim 3.
Finally we can complete the proof. At this point, we have
∆֌ P˜։ P
with P˜ finitely presented and ∆ abelian and finitely generated as U (Q)-module
thus also as U (P)-module. Then adding a finite generating set of ∆ to the presen-
tation of P˜ we get a finite presentation of P.
Remark 5.2. Observe that if we assume that Q is finitely generated and nilpotent
then it is finite dimensional, so is of type FP∞. In particular Q is of type FP3 and
we may apply Theorem 5.1.
Theorem 5.3. Let L≤ L1⊕ . . .⊕Lk be a subdirect Lie sum with L∩Li 6= 0 and Li
finitely presented for 1≤ i≤ k. Assume that pi, j(L) = Li⊕L j for all 1≤ i< j≤ k,
where pi, j : L1⊕ . . .⊕Lk → Li⊕L j is the canonical projection. Then L is a finitely
presented Lie algebra.
Proof. 1. We claim first that γk−1(L j) ⊆ L for every j, assume from now on
that j = k. Indeed let l1, . . . , lk−1 be elements of Lk. Let hi be an element of L such
that pi,k(hi) = li ∈ Lk ⊂ Li⊕Lk for 1≤ i≤ k−1. Then
(0, . . . ,0, [l1, . . . , lk−1]) = [h1, . . . ,hk−1] ∈ L.
As the elements of the form [l1, . . . , lk−1] generate γk−1(Lk) as a Lie algebra the
claim follows.
2. We prove the theorem by induction on k ≥ 2. When k = 2 there is nothing
to prove so we assume k ≥ 3. Let Q = Lk/L∩ Lk. By the first paragraph Q is a
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finitely generated nilpotent Lie algebra, hence of finite dimension. Moreover there
is a short exact sequence
(13) L∩ (L1⊕ . . .⊕Lk−1)֌ p1,2,...,k−1(L)։ Q
where the right hand map is given by (l1, . . . , lk−1) 7→ q+ L∩ Lk for q ∈ Lk such
that (l1, . . . , lk−1,q) ∈ L (one easily checks that this is well defined). Then we see
that L is the fibre sum of the short exact sequence (13) and
L∩Lk֌ Lk։ Q.
Moreover, p1,2,...,k−1(L) ≤ L1⊕ . . .⊕ Lk−1 is a subdirect Lie sum that maps epi-
morphically onto Li⊕L j for 1≤ i< j ≤ k−1. Then by induction p1,2,...,k−1(L) is
finitely presented. If we show that L∩ (L1⊕ . . .⊕Lk−1) is a finitely generated Lie
algebra we can apply Theorem 5.1 to deduce that L is finitely presented. To do that
observe first that
(14) γk−1(L1)⊕ . . .⊕ γk−1(Lk−1)⊆ L∩ (L1⊕ . . .⊕Lk−1).
Furthermore since pi,k(L) = Li⊕Lk we have that
pi(L∩ (L1⊕ . . .⊕Lk−1)) = Li for 1≤ i≤ k−1.
Now, let Yi be a finite subset of L∩ (L1⊕ . . .⊕ Lk−1) such that pi(Yi) generates
Li and let Zi be a finite subset of γk−1(Li) that generates it as an ideal of Li (we
may choose such a set because Li/γk−1(Li) is finitely presented). Then the Lie al-
gebra generated by ∪1≤i≤k−1(Yi ∪Zi) contains γk−1(L1)⊕ . . .⊕ γk−1(Lk−1). Since
S = (L∩ (L1⊕ . . .⊕Lk−1))/γk−1(L1)⊕ . . .⊕ γk−1(Lk−1) is a Lie subalgebra of the
finitely generated nilpotent Lie algebra (L1/γk−1(L1))⊕ . . .⊕ (Lk−1/γk−1(Lk−1))
we deduce that S is a finitely generated Lie algebra (it is even finite dimensional).
Let T be a finite subset of L ∩ (L1 ⊕ . . .⊕ Lk−1) whose image in S is a finite
generating set of S. Then T ∪ (∪1≤i≤k−1(Yi ∪ Zi)) is a finite generating set of
L∩ (L1⊕ . . .⊕Lk−1).
Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 5.3 imply immediately the following result.
Corollary 5.4. Let L be a subdirect Lie sum of L1⊕ . . .⊕ Lk with L∩ Li 6= 0 for
1 ≤ i ≤ k, where each Li is a non-abelian free Lie algebra. Then L is finitely
presented if and only if pi, j(L) = Li⊕L j for all 1≤ i< j ≤ k.
6. ON THE HOMOLOGICAL 1-2-3 CONJECTURE FOR LIE ALGEBRAS
In this section we show that homological versions of Theorems 5.1 and 5.3 hold
true, where in the homological version of Theorem 5.1 we assume further that Q
is finitely presented. Basically, to do that we relax the hypothesis of the finite
presentability to being of type FP2.
Theorem 6.1. The homological 1-2-3 Conjecture for Lie algebras holds if in addi-
tion Q is a finitely presented Lie algebra. Furthermore the condition that Q is FP3
could be substituted with H2(A,K) is finitely generated as U (Q)-module.
Proof. Let A֌ L1 ։ Q be a short exact sequence of Lie algebras with A
finitely generated, L1 of type FP2 and Q finitely presented and let B֌ L2։ Q be
a short exact sequence of Lie algebras with L2 of type FP2. Denote by P the fibre
Lie sum of these sequences.
The proof that P is FP2 goes along similar lines as the proof of Theorem 5.1
in the sense that we begin by showing that it suffices to consider the case when
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L2 = F is a free Lie algebra with a finite free basis X and then construct a suitable
Lie algebra P˜1 which is finitely presented and that we will use to deduce that P is
FP2.
To see that we may assume that L2 is free, observe that with the same notation
as at the beginning of Theorem 5.1, we have short exact sequences
Ker(µ)֌ F ։ L2 and Ker(µ)֌ P0։ P,
i.e. µ : F → L2 is an epimorphism of Lie algebras, F is a finitely generated free
Lie algebra and P0 is the fibre sum of A֌ L1 ։ Q and B0֌ F ։ Q, where
the epimorphism F ։ Q is pi2 ◦µ . Let F0 be a finitely generated free Lie algebra
with an epimorphism τ0 : F0։ P0. As we may assume that P0 is FP2, Ker(τ0)ab
is finitely generated as U (P0)-module. But observe that composing τ0 with the
epimorphism P0։ P yields an epimorphism τ : F0։ P and a short exact sequence
Ker(τ0)֌ Ker(τ)։ Ker(µ).
Moreover, the short exact sequence Ker(µ)֌ F ։ L2 together with the fact that
L2 is FP2 imply that also Ker(µ)ab is finitely generated as U (L2)-module. From
all this one deduces that
(15) Ker(τ)ab is finitely generated as U (P)−module,
because there is a short exact sequence
M֌ Ker(τ)ab։ Ker(µ)ab
withM a quotient of Ker(τ0)ab. Note that (15) implies that P is of type FP2.
From now on we assume that L2 is a free Lie algebra F with a finite free basis
X . Let
Q= 〈X | {ri}i∈I0〉
be a finite presentation of the Lie algebra Q. Then we have a presentation of L1
L1 = 〈X ∪A0 | R1∪R2∪R3〉
with A0 and X both finite and
R1 = {ri(x)−wi(a)}i∈I0 ,R2 = {[a j,x]− v j,x(a)}1≤ j≤k,x∈X and R3 = {z j(a)} j∈J
where I0 and J are set of indices with I0 finite and J possibly infinite and wi(a),
v j,x(a), z j(a) are elements of the free Lie algebra with a free basis A0. Let R be
the ideal of the free Lie algebra F(X ∪A0) with a free basis X ∪A0 generated by
R1∪R2∪R3. Then we have a short exact sequence
R֌ F(X ∪A0)։ L1
and since L1 is of type FP2, R/[R,R] is finitely generated as U (L1)-module. This
means that there is a finite subset J0 of J such that
(16) R= R0+[R,R],
where R0 is the ideal of the free Lie algebra F(X ∪A0) with a free basis X ∪A0
generated by R1∪R2∪R3,0, where R3,0 = {z j(a)} j∈J0 ⊆ R3.
Consider the Lie algebra L˜1 = F(X ∪A0)/R0. There is a natural projection
pi : L˜1 = F(X ∪A0)/R0 → L1 = F(X ∪A0)/R
with kernel S = R/R0. By (16) we have
(17) S= [S,S].
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Since R1∪R2 are relations in L˜1 we deduce that the Lie subalgebra A˜1 of L˜1 gen-
erated by the elements of A0 is an ideal such that L˜1/A˜1 ≃ Q. Thus there is a short
exact sequence of Lie algebras
(18) A˜1֌ L˜1
pi1
։ Q
with both L˜1 and Q finitely presented. Denote by P˜1 the fibre Lie sum of the short
exact sequences of Lie algebras (18) and
B֌ F
pi2
։ Q.
As either Q is FP3 or H2(A,K) is finitely generated as U (Q)-module, Theorem 5.1
implies that P˜1 is finitely presented. We have
P˜1 = {(h1,h2) ∈ L˜1⊕F | pi1(h1) = pi2(h2)}
and if P is the fibre Lie sum of the original short exact sequences A֌ L1
pi1
։Q and
B֌ F
pi2
։ Q, then
P= {(h1,h2) ∈ L1⊕F | pi1(h1) = pi2(h2)}.
This means that the map (h1,h2) 7→ (pi(h1),h2) is a well defined epimorphism
µ : P˜1։ P
with kernel Ker(µ) = S.
It follows from the proof of Theorem 5.1 that P˜1 = F(X ∪A0)/S1 for some ideal
S1 of F(X ∪A0) thus from the above considerations we deduce that P = F(X ∪
A0)/S2 for S2 ideal of F(X ∪A0) such that S1 ⊆ S2 and S2/S1 = S = [S,S]. Hence
S2 = S1+[S2,S2],
so S2/[S2,S2] is an epimorphic image of S1/[S1,S1]. Since P˜1 is of type FP2 we
deduce that S1/[S1,S1] is finitely generated as U (P˜1)-module. Thus its epimorphic
image S2/[S2,S2] is finitely generated as U (P)-module, hence P is of type FP2 as
claimed.
Theorem 6.2. Let
L≤ L1⊕ . . .⊕Lk
be a subdirect Lie sum with L∩Li 6= 0 and Li a Lie algebra of type FP2 for 1≤ i≤ k.
Assume that pi, j(L) = Li⊕L j for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, where pi, j : L1⊕ . . .⊕Lk →
Li⊕L j is the canonical projection. Then L is a Lie algebra of type FP2.
The proof of Theorem 6.2 can be obtained from the proof of Theorem 5.3 by
substituting everywhere finitely presented with type FP2 and substituting the 1-
2-3 Conjecture for Lie algebras with the homological 1-2-3 Conjecture for Lie
algebras.
Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 6.2 imply immediately the following result.
Theorem 6.3. Let
L≤ L1⊕ . . .⊕Lk
be a subdirect Lie sum with L∩Li 6= 0 and Li free, non-abelian, Lie algebra for all
i. Then L is finitely presented as a Lie algebra if and only if L is of type FP2.
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7. ON A HOMOLOGICAL n−n+1−n+2 CONJECTURE FOR LIE ALGEBRAS
Although the homotopical s-s+ 1-s+ 2 Conjecture for groups remains open in
general, Kuckuck has obtained some partial results in [21]. More precisely, he
shows that the homotopical s-s+1-s+2 Conjecture for groups holds if one of the
following assumptions holds:
a) if the second sequence splits;
b) if the conjecture holds whenever L2 is free.
The proof of these two reductions is based in the following Theorem which is
one of the main results in [21]. Recall that a group is of homotopical type Fs for
s ≥ 2 if it is finitely presented and of type FPs. And a group is of type F1 if it is
finitely generated.
Theorem 7.1. [21] Assume that we have a commutative diagram of groups with
exact rows
A B0 C0
A B C
idA θ ν
where A is Fs, B0 is Fs+1 and C is Fs+1 for some s≥ 2. Then B has type Fs+1.
The proof of Theorem 7.1 is homotopical and uses the Borel construction and the
theory of stacks. Recently in [20] a homological version of the above Theorem was
proved based on non-homotopical methods. Here we show a Lie algebra version of
Theorem 7.1 when θ is either a monomorphism or an epimorphism. The starting
point is the following result.
Proposition 7.2. Let B be a Lie algebra with an ideal A such that A is of type FPs
and C = B/A is a Lie algebra of type FPs+1. Then B is of type FPs+1 if and only if
the map
ds+1s+1,0 : Hs+1(C,∏U (C))→ H0(C,Hs(A,∏U (B)))
is surjective for any direct product, where ds+1s+1,0 is the differential arising from the
Lyndon-Hoschild-Serre spectral sequence
E2p,q = Hp(C,Hq(A,∏U (B)))⇒ Hp+q(B,∏U (B)).
Proof. Using that A is a Lie algebra of type FPs and that U (B) is free as
U (A)-module we obtain by Theorem 2.5
Hq(A,∏U (B)) = ∏Hq(A,U (B)) =∏0= 0 for 1≤ q≤ s−1,
hence
(19) E jp,q = 0 for 1≤ q≤ s−1,2≤ j ≤ ∞.
Since A is finitely generated by Theorem 2.5 we get
H0(A,∏U (B))≃∏H0(A,U (B)) = ∏U (B/A) = ∏U (C).
Since C is of type FPs+1
E2p,0 = Hp(C,∏U (C))≃∏Hp(C,U (C)) = ∏0= 0 for 1≤ p≤ s,
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so
(20) E jp,0 = for 1≤ p≤ s,2≤ j ≤ ∞.
Then by (19) and (20)
(21) E jp,s−p = 0 for every 0< p≤ s,2≤ j ≤ ∞.
By (19)
E22,s−1 = E
3
3,s−2 = . . .= E
i
i,s+1−i = . . .= E
s
s,1 = 0,
hence
(22) dii,s+1−i : E
i
i,s+1−i → E
i
0,s is the zero map for 2≤ i≤ s.
On the other hand the same thing happens for i ≥ s+ 2 because then E ii,s+1−i = 0
since s+1− i< 0. Note that the differential
(23) di0,s : E
i
0,s → E
i
−i,s−1+i = 0 is always zero.
Then (22) and (23) imply that E i0,s = E
i+1
0,s for every 2≤ i≤ s and i≥ s+2, so
(24) E20,s = E
s+1
0,s ,E
s+2
0,s = E
∞
0,s
Since A and C are Lie algebras of type FPs we have that B is of type FPs. Then by
Theorem 2.5
(25) the Lie algebra B is of type FPs+1 if and only if Hs(B,∏U (B)) = 0.
By the convergence of the spectral sequence and (21)
(26) Hs(B,∏U (B))≃ E∞0,s.
By (24), (25) and (26)
the Lie algebra B is of type FPs+1 if and only if E
s+2
0,s = 0.
Since ds+10,s : E
s+1
0,s → E
s+1
−s−1,2s = 0 is the zero map, E
s+2
0,s is the cokernel of the
differential ds+1s+1,0 : E
s+1
s+1,0→ E
s+1
0,s . Thus E
s+2
0,s = 0 if and only if d
s+1
s+1,0 is surjective.
Finally note that by (19) all differentials that leave E js+1,0 , for 2≤ j≤ s are zero.
Comparing bidegrees we get that all differentials that enter E js+1,0 , for j ≥ 2 are
zero. Hence
Es+1s+1,0 = E
2
s+1,0 = Hs+1(C,H0(A,∏U (B))) =
Hs+1(C,∏H0(A,U (B))) = Hs+1(C,∏U (C)).
By (24)
Es+10,s = E
2
0,s = H0(C,Hs(A,∏U (B))).
Hence the domain and target of ds+1s+1,0 are as described in the statement of the re-
sult.
Theorem 7.3. Assume that we have a commutative diagram of Lie algebras with
exact rows
A B0 C0
A B C
idA θ ν
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where A is Fs, B0 is Fs+1 and C is Fs+1 for some s≥ 1. Assume that at least one of
the following conditions holds true :
a) θ is a monomorphism;
b) θ is an epimorphism.
Then B has type FPs+1.
Proof.
Case a): when θ is mono. We view B0 as a Lie subalgebra of B, so U (B) is a
free U (B0)-module. Note that for any direct product ∏U (B), repeating the proof
of Proposition 7.2 for the spectral sequence associated to the short exact sequence
A֌ B0։C0,
E˜2p,q = Hp(C0,Hq(A,∏U (B)))⇒ Hp+q(B0,∏U (B))
we obtain that the differential
d˜s+1s+1,0 : Hs+1(C0,∏U (C))→ H0(C0,Hs(A,∏U (B)))
is surjective if and only if Hs(B0,∏U (B)) = 0. Since B0 is FPs+1 we have
Hs(B0,∏U (B)) = ∏Hs(B0,U (B)) = ∏0= 0,
hence
(27) d˜s+1s+1,0 is surjective.
Furthermore ν induces a commutative diagram
Hs+1(C0,∏U (C)) H0(C0,Hs(A,∏U (B)))
Hs+1(C,∏U (C)) H0(C,Hs(A,∏U (B)))
d˜s+1s+1,0
µ1 µ2
ds+1s+1,0
,
where ds+1s+1,0 is the differential of the LHS spectral sequence
E2p,q = Hp(C,Hq(A,∏U (B)))⇒ Hp+q(B,∏U (B)).
associated to the short exact sequence A֌ B։C. The vertical maps are induced
by ν . Since d˜s+1s+1,0 and µ2 are both surjective maps the differential d
s+1
s+1,0 is surjec-
tive. Then by Proposition 7.2, B is a Lie algebra of type FPs+1.
Case b): when θ is epi. Set T = Ker(θ) and consider the short exact sequence of
left U (A)-modules
(28) U (B0)Aug(U (T ))֌U (B0)։U (B)
where Aug(U (T ))= TU (T )=U (T )T , henceU (B0)Aug(U (T ))=U (B0)U (T )T =
U (B0)T . For any direct product we get another short exact sequence of U (A)-
modules
∏U (B0)T ֌∏U (B0)։∏U (B).
Consider the associated long exact sequence in homology
(29) . . .→ Hs(A,∏U (B0))→ Hs(A,∏U (B))→ Hs−1(A,∏U (B0)T )→ . . .
Claim. The map
(30) Hs(A,∏U (B0))→ Hs(A,∏U (B)) is an epimorphism.
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Proof of the Claim: Assume first that s≥ 2. Recall that both U (B) and U (B0)
are free U (A)-modules, hence
(31) Hs(A,U (B)) = 0= Hs−1(A,U (B0)) for s≥ 2.
From the long exact sequence of homology associated to (28)
(32)
. . .→Hs(A,U (B0))→Hs(A,U (B))→Hs−1(A,U (B0)T )→Hs−1(A,U (B0))→ . . .
and by (31), we deduce that
Hs−1(A,U (B0)T ) = 0 for s≥ 2.
Since A is of type FPs, we have
Hs−1(A,∏U (B0)T ) =∏Hs−1(A,U (B0)T ) =∏0= 0
and the claim follows by the long exact sequence (29).
For the case when s= 1 we consider again the end of the sequence (32)
0= H1(A,U (B))→ H0(A,U (B0)T )→ H0(A,U (B0))→ H0(A,U (B))→ 0,
where 0 = H1(A,U (B)) since U (B) is a free U (A)-module. As before, as A is
finitely generated, the functor H0(A,−) commutes with direct products, so we get
a short exact sequence
(33) H0(A,∏U (B0)T )֌ H0(A,∏U (B0))։ H0(A,∏U (B)).
This together with the long exact sequence (29) completes the proof of the claim.
The epimorphism (30) together with the epimorphism ν :C0→C induced by θ ,
induce a surjective homomorphism
µ2 : H0(C0,Hs(A,∏U (B0)))→ H0(C,Hs(A,∏U (B))).
Consider the commutative diagram
Hs+1(C0,∏U (C0)) H0(C0,Hs(A,∏U (B0)))
Hs+1(C,∏U (C)) H0(C,Hs(A,∏U (B)))
d˜s+1s+1,0
µ1 µ2
ds+1s+1,0
,
where the horizontal maps are differential from Lyndon-Hoschild-Serre spectral
sequences and the vertical maps are induced by the homomorphism ν . Since B0 is
a Lie algebra of type FPs+1 by Proposition 7.2 the differential d˜
s+1
s+1,0 is surjective.
Since µ2 is surjective, µ2d˜
s+1
s+1,0 = d
s+1
s+1,0µ1 is surjective, hence d
s+1
s+1,0 is surjective.
Then applying again Proposition 7.2 we deduce that B is a Lie algebra of type
FPs+1.
Proposition 7.4. The homological s-s+1-s+2 Conjecture for Lie algebras holds
if one of the following conditions is true :
a) the second sequence splits;
b) we know that the conjecture holds whenever L2 is a free Lie algebra.
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Proof.
Case a): when the second sequence splits. This means that L2 = B⋋Q with B an
ideal of L2. A Lie algebra version of the proof of [21, corollary 4.6] implies that
there is a monorphism L1 → P= B⋋L1 whose restriction to A is the identity map.
Then we get a commutative diagram of Lie algebra homomorphisms with exact
rows
A L1 Q
A P L2
1d θ ν
with θ a monomorphism, so we can apply Theorem 7.3 a).
Case b): when we know that the result holds true if L2 is free. Let L2 be any
Lie algebra of type FPs+1 and F a finitely generated free Lie algebra mapping onto
L2. We can apply a Lie algebra version of the proof of [21, proposition 4.8] to get
a commutative diagram of Lie algebra homomorphisms with exact rows
A P′ F
A P L2
1d θ ν
,
where P′ is the fibre Lie sum of the short exact sequences of Lie algebras A֌
L1։ Q and B′֌ F ։Q. Since θ is an epimorphism we get the result using The-
orem 7.3 b).
Remark. In the above when the second sequence splits it is enough to assume
that Q has type FPs+1.
Theorem 7.5. If the homological m−1-m-m+1-Conjecture for Lie algebras holds
then the Homological Surjection Conjecture for Lie algebras holds too.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.3. Let m,k be natural
numbers such that 2≤ m≤ k and
L≤ L1⊕ . . .⊕Lk
be a subdirect Lie sum with L∩ Li 6= 0, where each Lie algebra Li is FPm and
for every 1 ≤ i1 < i2 . . . < im ≤ k we have for the canonical projection pi1,...,im :
L1⊕ . . .⊕Lk → Li1 ⊕ . . .⊕Lim that pi1,...,im(L) = Li1⊕ . . .⊕Lim . We have to prove
that L is a Lie algebra of type FPm. The first paragraph of the proof of Theorem
5.3 implies that γk−1(Li)⊆ L.
We prove the result by induction on k ≥ 2, the case k = 2 is obvious so we
assume k≥ 3. Let Q= Lk/L∩Lk, so Q is a finitely generated nilpotent Lie algebra,
hence of finite dimension. Consider the short exact sequence of Lie algebras
(34) L∩ (L1⊕ . . .⊕Lk−1)֌ p1,2,...,k−1(L)։ Q
defined in the proof of Theorem 5.3. Then we see that L is the fibre sum of the
short exact sequence (34) and L∩Lk֌ Lk։ Q.
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Note that if m = k then L = p1,2,...,m(L) = L1⊕ . . .⊕Lm, so there is nothing to
prove. Then we can assume that m ≤ k− 1. Since p1,2,...,k−1(L) is a subdirect
Lie sum of L1⊕ . . .⊕Lk−1 that maps surjectively on the direct sum of any m Lie
algebras we deduce by induction on k that p1,2,...,k−1(L) is FPm. If we show that L∩
(L1⊕ . . .⊕Lk−1) is a Lie algebra of type FPm−1 and assuming that the homological
m− 1-m-m+ 1-Conjecture for Lie algebras holds we can deduce that L is FPm as
required. By the proof of Theorem 5.3 L∩ (L1⊕ . . .⊕Lk−1) is a finitely generated
Lie algebra. Furthermore since pi1,...,im(L) = Li1⊕ . . .⊕Lim for im = k, we have that
pi1,...,im−1(L∩ (L1⊕ . . .⊕Lk−1)) = Li1⊕ . . .⊕Lim−1 for 1≤ i1 < .. . < im−1 ≤ k−1.
Applying the induction again we obtain that L∩ (L1⊕ . . .⊕Lk−1) is a Lie algebra
of type FPm−1.
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